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I suppose one of the original ideas for doing this was sparked by a conversation over
emails with my sister, Dr. Emma Blomkamp. She has also just finished a fast of her
own. She fasted from alcohol for the entire month of February. If she could complete an
entire month without alcohol, why wouldn´t I be able to survive fasting from light for
just one week? So for one week over February and March, I fasted from all light;
natural and artificial. 

 
 
The first thing discussed in all experiments is why? Why do I want to conduct this
study? Why do I want to know what the effects are on a human if we deprive them of
light for a week. 

 
To begin I will explain where I had first heard of this practice. 

 
While I was studying in Guatemala prior coming to Mexico, I was asked by my teacher
if I would like to help him with some construction work over the weekend at his
property a short distance out of town. I agreed and ended up helping him over the
duration of my stay in Guatemala. What he was building was a dome constructed using
adobe earth bags. This dome once completed would then be used as a Dark Retreat. 

 
My initial research about Dark Retreats began with scrolling through the world's largest
free encyclopaedia; Wikipedia. This gave me a place to start from and begin cross
referencing the resources through other websites. It gave me a very basic understanding
that this practice was performed over millennia by many various religious faiths, and
spiritual practitioners. 

 
In India, the Hindis label the practice Kaya Kalpa. 49 days is a common length of
duration in a Dark Room for the experienced. Tibetan Buddhist monks practiced
retreating into darkness inside caves scattered over the Himalayan Mountain Range.
The Kogi people of the Sierra Nevada mountain range in Colombia, were said to spend
up to 7 years concealed in the darkness of their huts. And we do find similar practices in
Islam and Taoism. There is even speculation that many rooms inside pyramids
throughout Egypt were used for the same purpose. Dating the practice to be at least
5000 years old. It hasn´t been completely forgotten and it is still practiced today,
although it remains virtually unknown. The most well known, and largest Dark Retreat
is held in the north of Thailand, and is organised by Taoist Master, Mantak Chia.

 
Through further research I was able to talk to one person first hand about their
experience. I also met a few others who had practiced this, but we only spoke briefly. I



found a detailed description of a Dark Retreat on the universal-tao website, but don´t
know how they have come to some of their more specific findings. I did find some
information about people´s experiences being locked in a room of darkness for extended
periods of time; these people weren´t religious either, and were still practicing this
today. They were criminals. And their dark room is called Solitary Confinement.
Studies have been conducted on criminals who reported seeing, ¨flashing lights¨ along
with people in the room with them, and ¨incredible light shows¨. This was coined,
Prisoner's Cinema, and has been experienced by many locked up in isolation and
darkness this present day. 

 
What I found most intriguing regarding all the information was the effects on the human
body when one isolated themselves from light.  

 
After 24 hours of the body being deprived of light, the brain begins to release
melatonin. 

 
Melatonin is a hormone produced in the pineal gland. It is released at the moment of
change of the light saturation in the atmosphere during the solar cycle of each day. At
the detection of light in our retinas, the intrinsically photosensitive Retinal Ganglion
Cells (ipRGC´s) send messages/electrical impulses directly through the suprachiasmaric
nucleus. From there, it runs through the fibres connected to the paraventricular nuclei,
relating signals to the spinal cord, out the superior cervical ganglia (system associated
with sympathy), and finally into the pineal gland. The pineal gland then responds by
beginning or stopping the release of melatonin at the change of every solar cycle.

 
It was first isolated from pineal gland extracts, by Yale University Professor Aaron B.
Lerner in 1958. In 1993 it was discovered that it was an antioxidant, and two years later
it hit the shelves sold as a low dose sleeping aid. It was noticed that our society had
changed since the light bulb was created. We were beginning to change the natural
lighting in our environment in the most significant way in the history of the evolution of
man. 

 
So the body begins to release melatonin when it gets dark? Most living creatures
experience this after every sunset. The difference would be that the amount released
would accumulate into the body all day long, for seven days. 

 
What were the side effects of having an increasing release of melatonin in the brain?
The answers may lie in our dreams. Patients that recieved high doses (50mg) of
melatonin for the treatment of Nacrolepsy, reported of having extremly vivid dreams in
their REM sleep cycle and duration of dreams length were shown to have increased too.
So potentially one may sleep and dream more with an excess of melatonin.

 
Aside from melatonin, the body reacted in another similar fashion by a prolonged
withdrawal from light. After day 3-5 the brain begins releasing dimethyltryptamine. 

 
Dimethyltryptamine is a hormone also found and produced in the pineal gland of
humans. It is believed to be connected with visualisation in our dreams. In the 1950s it
was thought to be an enzyme associated with hallucinations in the human mind. There
hasn´t been a lot of study on this compound, but the Hungarian chemist and psychiatrist,
Dr. Stepthen Szara has made major contributions in pharmacology, and in his studies of



dimethyltryptamine. Dr. Szara moved from Hungry and made his way to the US where
later he would work for the US National Institute of Health. He has spent most his life
studying the effects of dimethyltryptamine and believes that it can be used as a useful
tool in psychotherapy and treating psychosis from forming in the mind. 

 
Dimethyltryptamine or DMT as it is commonly referred to, is also a class A drug in the
US, UK, France, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. Since its discovery of
hallucinogenic properties, DMT has been synthesised in laboratories to be produced as a
recreational drug. 

 
It is also found in plants used as medicine, and in rituals by the people living in the
Andes region for over 3000 years. 

 
Both these hormones are released by our brain´s pineal gland. The pineal gland is a
small endocrine gland (about the size of a grain of rice), and is located in a host of
surrounding structures of the brain that are closely related to the processing of our
emotions. Humans, as well as all animals, plant, fungi, and bacteria have a pineal gland.
In all cases, each pineal gland has the ability to produce melatonin. Dimethyltryptamine
on the other hand, isn't. It is produced throughout various systems, in so far discovered,
80 different organisms. 

 
With all this information I was beginning to see that the body responded in a very
unique way to complete darkness for sustained periods of time. Did this explain why
religious teachers and spiritual practitioners used Dark Retreats? Not really. So that is
what I wanted to investigate myself. 

 
What were the psychological effects to the mind when an increasing amount of
melatonin and dimethyltryptamine is released naturally by the brain in controlled
conditions?
And
Why would people want to do this practice, and have been for 5000 years? 

 
My hypothesis, I was going to get an understanding as to some of the secrets to the
world. Like; how did they build the Pyramids, Choquequirao, and Stone Henge? And
why are we still finding more stones there? After spending 6 months exploring vast
ancient cities of stone, high in the Andes Mountains. I feel like there is something we
are missing? What did they know, that we don´t? We are always so caught up in the
how, what about the why? I hypothesis that I was going to find out why. 

 
My prediction was that it was going to be a long week, but possibly an interesting one.
Who knew what would be played on the prisoner´s cinema? Alone in the dark for seven
days with nothing to entertain you but; one's own self, and an increasing amount of
melatonin and dimethyltryptamine after a few days. Interesting prospect.  

 
 
 
 
 



The materials/items used during this experiment are as follows;

 
- A room containing a bed, toilet, wash basin, adequate circulation.
- A caregiver in which to supply food and water regularly for 7 days (optional)
- Toiletries; toothbrush, tooth paste, hairbrush, and soap. 
- A test subject
- Darkness

 
 
 
 
To recreate the environment for darkness one has to have a room that would remain in
complete darkness for the entire period of the investigation. Once one such room is
acquired, the preparation steps are as follows;

 
1. Aim to have two good nights of sleep before entry. 
2. Depending if special dietary requirements due to religious beliefs are advised before
entry, begin when required. 
3. Clean and check the room prior to entry. 
4. Place out all the ítems in the room you will need for the duration of your stay.
5. Trail run; close your eyes and imagine your daily routine.
6. Turn off the light.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On Tuesday the 24th of February 2015 at 7pm, I turned off the light.

 
 
The following is recorded from my hand written log book I began writing 36 hours after
leaving the Dark Room.

 
 
 



0-24 hours
Upon turning off the light; I found my hair brush, sat down on my bench, and brushed
my hair. This may have lasted 20- 30 minutes. I then showered, and brushed my teeth,
before lying down in bed for the night.
I awoke the following morning on my natural accord. I got up and sat down on my
bench and controlled the rhythm of my breathing.*
I practiced my daily exercise of breath control for possibly twenty minutes.
The morning meal had arrived during my breathing exercises so I ate breakfast after I
had completed the performance.

 
Breakfast- one large fruit salad and 250mL of cactus and aloe vera juice.

 
After breakfast I brushed my teeth, then went and lay on my bed. I was feeling slightly
drained and low of motivation. Shortly later I broke into a moderate to mild fever. My
temperature had risen, I had stomach cramps, a light layer of sweat over my body, felt
tired, and achy in my joints. I lay in bed most of the day, only getting up to use the
bathroom and eat lunch.

 
Lunch- a bowl of salad consisting of raw vegetables; carrots, celery, and cucumber.

 
After lunch I returned to bed. I had not heard dinner arrive, yet when I got out of bed to
check, it was there already.

 
Dinner- one bowl of sliced avocado and tomato, one bowl of cubed papaya.

 
 
 
 
Summary of day:
My first 24 hours were were spent in bed.
Approximately 30 hours before entering the room, I had visited a pharmacy for
medicine for the relief of parasites. 13 days prior to entering the Dark Room, I had
diarrhoea that continued regularly for almost 12 hours. The diarrhoea would come and
go over those next 13 days before I eventually consulted with the pharmacist. I told him
in Spanish, ¨I have parasites of the stomach¨. He replied in Spanish, ¨We have two
medicines for parasites¨.

 
 
I recorded both their names on paper, along with one other that I had received at another
pharmacy. I then found an Internet cafe to research what these white pills actually were.
Vermox- production of this medicine had been discontinued in the US for no given
reasons.
Farmriver- I could not find out what the ingredients were to this medicine.
Loxcell- contained;
Albendazol.................400mg
Quinfamida................300mg
I took the Loxcell.
Without a medical practitioner there to diagnosis my condition, I can only give my



unqualified thoughts on the matter. But I don't believe that the fever was caused by the
medicine taken. Fever was not listed as a side effect but stomach cramps were.

 
 
*Breathing, along with blinking, is one of very few functions we have in our body that
can be controlled voluntary and involuntary. Breathing controls the rate of oxygen
entering our lungs; the oxygen level in our lungs controls the rate in which we produce
blood in our heart. If we increase our breathing rates, we will have greater blood flow
throughout our body; if we decrease the opposite will happen.

 
 
 
 
 
24-48 hours
After dinner I woke twice during an otherwise unbroken sleep. I had thought both
periods of sleep were short.
Once awoken after the second dream, I was restless. This I thought was a good sign as
the fevers symptoms had subdued and I felt like I had more motivation.
I estimated it to be possibly anywhere between 9pm-3am at that present moment. I lay
there for possibly 15 minutes when I was roused by the noise of the morning meal
arriving.
I got out of bed, practiced my morning breathing exercises for approximately 15
minutes before eating breakfast.

 
Breakfast- 1 cup of dried fruit and nut mix, 250mL of chamomile tea, and two whole
bananas.

 
I brushed my teeth and had a shower after breakfast, then I lay down and rested for
possibly an hour, but didn't fall asleep.
It was while I was lying down at that time, when I began to notice a very faint flashing
yellow* light. At first I thought it may have been caused by the wall mounted fan
recirculating the air around the room. And what I was seeing was particles of matter
being blown around the room. So I switched of the fan. This caused the flashing to stop
for about 20 seconds, and then it started again. My vital signs were ok and my eyes and
vision did not fell effected.
I practiced stretching exercises** for approximately two hours after that. Then I lay
down again, only rising to eat lunch.

 
Lunch- a whole apple, 500mL of chocolate milk, grapes.

 
After lunch I lay down flat on my back, on my rubber mat in the centre of the room for
approximately an hour. I then closed my eyes and practiced concentration
techniques*** for approximately another hour.
When I stood up from lying on my mat, I stood still for a moment looking into the
darkness. A golden rain drop fell from the skies and paused still in the air, about half an
arms length from my face. I watched it for what felt like one minute, dance around
before me. I then went and lay down.



 
 
I lay on my bed until dinner arrived that evening. During that period, many more single,
blurry images appeared in front of my field of vision.

 
Dinner- one avocado and two tomatoes sliced, two diced bananas, grapes.

 
 
Summary of day:
When I woke from the principal dream that night, I was aware I had just had an
unusually vivivd dream. In the dream, I was aware I was in a dream. I had the feeling
that I had the control over the choices made during the dream. I flew around a mountain
searching for someone. In the dream I felt excited that I had flown for the first time.The
dream ended when I decided to look at my hands. The prominent scar that is on my left
hand was on my right hand. I felt nervous and excited in that moment of the dream, and
the exact same emotions in the moment once I had woken up.
With the fever concluding before the light show began, I couldn't put the perception of;
flashing lights, colours, and shapes by my mind, to a result of the fever or medication. I
felt good and was thinking rationally.
I estimate it would have been around 36 hours when the flashing lights began. Light had
not touched my eyes in that time, so my brain was not able to send the signal to my
pineal gland to stop the releases of melatonin.

 
* Colours are described from my perspective. I have been diagnosed with colour-
defficancy.
** Stretching techniques are a serious of postures that are held for sustained periods of
time with the aim to improve strength and flexibility.
*** Concentration techniques are designed to relax the individual and allow them to
focus their mind on one object or thought.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
48-72 hours
I woke in the morning at the end of a dream. I began with my morning routine of
breathing then followed by stretching exercises. This I would estimate may have
progressed for around two hours. I then returned to bed and waited for breakfast.
I lay in bed in deep thought for what I felt like was in excess of four hours before the
eventual arrival of the morning meal.

 
Breakfast- one cup of yoghurt, one cup of cereal, 500mL of chocolate milk, and 250mL
of cactus and aloe vera juice.

 



I returned to bed and lay down. Again I was thinking deeply. I may have stayed in that
state for a couple of hours before completing approximately an hour and a half of
stretching exercises.
Afterward I returned to resting in bed. I noticed that the room appeared brighter as if
there was a faint light emitting from inside the room. I laid there awake until the
evening meal arrived.

 
Dinner- One peanut butter and jelly sandwich, one jar of runny peanut butter and a bag
of slices of bread cut in quarters.

 
 
Summary of day:
The most noticeable change today was in my minds ability to concentrate. Colours and
indistinguishable images were becoming more prominent in the images my mind was
portraying as appearing from my own field of vision.
When I returned to bed after my morning routine I began thinking deeply. The flashing
light would appear and disappear. My mind was somewhat accustomed to it by now and
I could think clearly and not get distracted. I began thinking about many memories from
my past. And I could keep the idea of the memory strongly in my mind. On occasions it
almost appeared as if the colours and lights I was visualising in the darkness were
almost supporting the ideas in my mind.
When I returned to my bed after eating lunch, I returned to reflecting upon my past
again too. I began thinking about people and situations from my early childhood.
Memories that had not been viewed in what felt like in some cases, the moment they
had been created. It felt as though I was riffling through a filing cabinet of my life, and
picking out files of thoughts to read, and photos captured in moments to observe. The
clarity of mind was like nothing I had experienced before.

 
 
72-96 hours
Moments after the completion of dinner, I was sitting on my bench, and saw my first
noticeable appearance of what appeared to me as beings in the room with me. I watched
three distinct scenes unfold.
These visualisations stayed with me until I fell asleep.
In the morning upon waking, I rose and practiced my breathing exercises followed by
stretching exercises for approximately an hour.  I returned to bed and waited for
breakfast. I initially rested deeply in a state of relaxation with little observances from
my mind. After what felt like an hour I began thinking again. I lay there for possibly 5
hours before the morning meal arrived.

 
Breakfast- one cup of yoghurt, one cup of cereal, one whole mango, 500mL of oat milk.

 
After breakfast I returned to bed for around two hours where I lay awake, thinking. I
then completed a three hour stretching routine, followed by the consumption of lunch.

 
Lunch: a whole apple, a muesli bar, herbal tea.

 
I then lay in bed thinking, and waited for the evening meal.

 



Dinner- one cup of yoghurt, one cup of cereal, 50mL of honey in a squeezable tube, a
whole mango, and three whole miniature bananas.

 
Summary of day:
Immediately after dinner I was aware that there appeared to be a scene filling the void
in front of me. Multiple blobs of dull lights and colours lined the walls of the room.
Once I had finished eating, the blobs began to take shapes and forms, and then I was
able to make sense of the images before me. They began to resemble piles of mutilated
corpes lining the walls of the room. It was hard not to focus on the images at first. The
receptive centre of my mind was receiving messages telling my mind that I was not
alone in this room. When I was able to get over the initial shock then analysis, I tried to
concentrate on different thoughts. I was able to critically think on other matters, yet in
the background of the room, the images still appeared.

 
 
Over what felt like the space of sixty minutes, I witnessed the slow transmutation of
three different scenes. The first, beginning with the corpses; the images gradually faded
in detail, then transformed becoming the forms of your Hollywood alien (small body,
large head, green). Again the ETs only filled the room. While I was brushing my teeth
sitting on the toilet, one of the ETs in the room approached me and placed its hand on
top of my hand resting on my knee. I noticed then that I wasn´t receiving messages from
my brain with the regards to my sense of touch being stimulated; only my visual
perception told me that there were aliens in the room with me.

 
The final scene had grown in size. After I finished brushing my teeth and combing my
hair, I walked over to my bed. The moment I began walking, I viewed my bed as being
outside; under a tree, and the night´s sky. As I approached my bed, I turned my head left
to right and saw 2 rows of 6 rectangular mats lying horizontally away from my bed
facing each other. I reached my bed, sat down facing the opposite wall in which I had
just walked from. I was now looking back at the 12 mats lying before me. The mats now
had people lying on them, who I did not recognise, yet somehow felt I trusted. I lay
down and looked up at a star filled sky.

 
The longer the duration of these visualisations, the greater they increased in detail.

 
Throughout these experiences, my mind understood what it was seeing was not there in
front of me, yet my eyes were open. Sub consciously my mind understood what it was
seeing, it was in fact seeing. I would turn my head and what I saw would be as if the
image were in fact filling the space around me and I was inside the scene. I also began
to recognise that all the scenes would appear to be illuminated always by one source of
light within the room. This source of light would often manifest into the source of light
within the scene. If it was day time, it would be the sun, at night it was the moon or a
street lamp, it was once a log fire, and twice the light was emitting from inside me.

 
The best way to describe what I was experiencing would be to say I was awake and
fully aware as if I was in a dream. I had limited control over the dream, but I wasn't
trying to control it either. I simply was observing.

 
Interestingly, once I had slept, the images, colours, and flashing light had subdued
slightly. When I lay down today I spent most of the time reflecting in past memories. I



would not dwell on them for long periods, rather I felt as if I was systematically
searching through my past for something.

 
 
96-120 hours.
I lay in bed after dinner awake for awhile. I was not paying attention to the images any
more and was back to reflecting on the past. After a sustained period I felt like I was
finished reviewing my past and began to think about the future. I fell asleep sometime
during this period.
I woke within my own natural rhythm. I lay in bed for a couple of hours before getting
up wanting to practice a physical activity. I felt low of motivation and returned to bed. I
lay there until breakfast arrived. My thoughts remained in the future. When the morning
meal finally arrived I practiced ten minutes of breathing exercises before eating.

 
Breakfast- one cup of cereal, one cup of yoghurt, a small container of sliced papaya, and
one whole orange.

 
Upon the conclusion of breakfast, I cleaned my teeth and returned to bed. I noticed my
body felt extremely stiff. All my joints seemed to be creaking and cracking excessively
when moved, and I had a large spot of tension in my mid back.
I lay in bed until late in the afternoon, only rising to use the toilet and eat lunch.

 
Lunch- one packet of chips, a piece of salmon, one apple.

 
In the late afternoon I completed stretching exercises for approximately half an hour
before returning to bed still feeling drained. There I resided until the arrival of the
evening meal.

 
Dinner- sliced banana and apple, two plain tortillas, and a packet of chips.

 
 
Summary of day:
Two things happened today that were noticeably different from the previous.
Firstly, from waking up, it felt as if tension was building consistently throughout my
body. I began to think this may have been due to the fact I had been restricted to a
confined space for over 96 hours now.
I was also aware that the visualisations were beginning to replicate my thoughts. It
began that morning but only became noticeable around the middle of the day. What I
was thinking about, was now the image filling my field of vision. There was no more
duality between the scenes and my thoughts.

 
 
My thoughts were filled with ideas of the future. I imagined many different; job
possibilities, reunions with friends from the past, visiting old areas in my
neighbourhood I grew up in, and social situations. All of these I thought about with the
seemingly rational part of my brain. The two separate parts of my brain, were now
working collectively.

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
120-144 hours
After dinner I had a shower, then returned to bed. I fell directly back into the collective
minds. I knew I wasn't going to go to sleep so I lay there and concentrated on myself.
I did not sleep for even a moment that night. My thoughts occupied my mind and vision
all night. During this period, in a single moment, I felt a relief from the tension that had
been building in my body.
Much later on, I was lying in bed when I sensed something change, I then heard the
faintest noise, slowly that noise grew in volume and I knew at that moment the sun had
just risen. Likewise I rose too, having not slept the previous evening, and began my
breathing and stretching exercise for approximately two hours. I showered and returned
to bed where I finally slept. I was woken by the arrival of the morning meal.

 
Breakfast- two slices of bread, one cup of cereal, one cup of yoghurt.

 
I brushed my teeth and returned to bed. I noticed that the room appeared to be staying
darker for longer periods.

 
Lunch- a small vine of cherry tomatoes, and a 500mL fruit smoothie.

 
I rested for a few hours before completing an hour of stretching evercises, followed by a



half hour of strength exercises.
I showered then returned to bed and slept and rested until the evening meal arrived.

 
Dinner- one cup of yoghurt, one cup of cereal, one whole apple, and a packet of chips.

 
 
Summary of day:
Today was the first time I witnessed a connection to what I was thinking and visualising
in my mind, and my body react on the muscular and skeletal system to the visualisation.

 
The moment transpired a fair amount of time after dinner, and a long time before
breakfast, in a night where I did not sleep. I was consciously manifesting images of my
past voluntarily. I would explore old conversations and situations from the period of my
life as if I was watching it on a 3D TV. I was watching each situation not how it was
remembered in my visual memory; in the first person, rather I was viewing it from the
third person. I was able to watch myself and the entire situation unfold. In one such
scene, I had a moment where I felt levels of euphoria that I had never experienced
before.

 
In the visualization I had arrived at an intersection between two streets, I looked to my
left and saw my younger self there, having a fight with a guy older than me. I don´t
remember the last time I had thought about this memory. The scene played out how I
remembered it (I was just observing and was not projecting any of my thoughts or
feelings into the visualisation). The scene that followed was exactly as I remembered it
happening, after the fight between myself and this older guy. Yet I still felt surprised it
was there now. I knew what happened next, I was there when it happened. Yet when I
was there watching it this time, I saw it from a completely different perspective.
Suddenly I felt like this memory made sense to me in a way I had never thought about it
before, I felt like it answered a question I had always wanted to ask, but never knew
how. I felt an unexplainable amount of relief, followed by a sustained period of
euphoria throughout my entire body.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
144-168
After completing dinner, I brushed my teeth, and returned to bed. I was not feeling tired.
The room was almost dark again, minus a few flashing lights.
I lay in bed for what seemed to be many hours. I knew I had one last day ahead of me in
the morning and I was already feeling relieved that I had made it to this point. I stayed
in bed in a relaxed and rested state until I was alerted to a knocking noise.
The noise sounded like it had been made on the wood of the door. I was confused, at
that moment in time; I estimated it to be in the very early hours of the morning. I had
eaten dinner and been lying in bed for quite sometime.
"Hello?" I asked.
No reply.
"¿Hola?"
No reply.
After a very long pause, I heard a voice tell me, "David, it is time."

 
I was annoyed. I had specifically said that I wanted to stay in the Dark Room for 7 days.
I felt I had already broken my vow of silence for 7 days by saying hello twice,
responding to the knock. It had only been 6 days.
I replied to the person to allow me 30 minutes to adjust before I left the room.
I then searched for my phone buried in the bottom of my bag of belongings hidden in
the dark, for two reasons; firstly I needed a flashlight to find the light switch. Secondly I
wanted to check the date.
When I turned my phone on it read; Tuesday 3 March 7:38pm, exactly 7 days had
passed from when I had entered the room.

 
 
Summary of day:
It was interesting to note that from the previous day, to this day, the vividness and rate
of visions had dropped significantly. The lights and colours had diminished in
brightness since the moment of euphoria.
When the knock on the door came, I was disorientated. I believed it to be around 18
hours earlier than it actually was. I had been observing the amount of meals received,
and was consistently aware of my sleeping and waking pattern. Up until that point, I had
felt reasonably confident of my concept of time in the dark, even without the aid of the
stimuli received from the change in the solar cycle.

 
 
Discussions:
Firstly we need to establish the concept of time we will be discussing. When I refer to a
specific time of event/occurrence inside the Darkroom, I will be referring to my concept
of time that I thought it to be while I was inside. The concept of time is written
henceforth from my estimation while I was inside. That is the only concept we have
recorded.

 
 
My aim for this experiment was to greater understand the effects of melatonin and



dimethyltryptamine on the human mind and how it may have been related to religious
practices. So then let us first discuss melatonin. What I have established are the periods
of time we witnessed the mind´s behavioral changes, due to the effects of an increase of
melatonin, released from the brain´s pineal gland.

 
The first incident where we see the effects was the beginning of visualizing the flashing
lights. This is what prisoners described, and psychiatrists had prescribed as prisoner´s
cinema. This was after 36 hours. Around the 40 hour point, I witnessed the first image;
the rain drop, and the first colour, the golden raindrop. From there the colours became
more prominent.

 
This we can establish is due to the fact melatonin was now affecting my mind. My
rational thinking remained, yet I witnessed messages from my mind telling me the room
was no longer dark, and in fact it was raining gold. So the first affected part of the brain
we can establish is the visual cortex. We can split the functions of our visual cortex into
two distinct parts; ventral stream, and the dorsal stream. The ventral stream is associated
with interpreting images; it is also associated with our long term memory. The dorsal
stream is associated with motion, and mainly our ability to move our bodies within our
environment- our motor skills. As the room was dark during this period we can´t
accurately accesses how affected my dorsal hemisphere was. My daily practicing of
stretching was competent, but I had difficulty with balancing exercises. My ventral
stream however was very busy from the beginning of this period.
 

 
Now we can look at the events that transpired during the period of time recorded from
72 to 96 hours. During this time lapse I spent a fair amount of time during my day; lying
in bed, searching through past memories. At this later stage we can further see the
effects on the ventral stream of our visual cortex. At this point I began accesing my long
term memories stored in the ventral stream, and was able at times to view memories that
were in excess of 20 years old. I was recalling them with precise clarity, and was
sometimes remembering memories that I felt I had not dwelt upon in those 20 years.
Melatonin, it would appear has the ability to increase our sufficency in recalling
memories. How can we comment however, regarding its effect to create nonexistent
colors and lights in a dark room? For what purpose would we need to visualize lights
that are not there? I believe the answer lies within the effects of dimthyltryptmaine.

 
The effects of dimethyltryptmaine are first observed, leading up to the 72 hour point.
Until this period my visual cortex had only been processing colours and lights. These
colours and lights were noticeably slowly transforming into distinguishable images. The
most common side effect when dimethyltryptmaine is produced and released by our
pineal gland, is visualizations. This is how we have the ability to dream. Without it, our
visualizations during our sleep cycle would not be distinguishable images, and we
would just view colours and lights. Every dream has both these hormones present, albeit
in much smaller amounts. With the increasing supply of these hormones, I was now
having dreams on a much larger scale.
 
After the 72 hour point, the scene, in the visualizations grew from; single objects,
multiple objects, room transformations, and finally entire surrounding landscape
transformations. I was in a reality where my entire field of vision was affected. Through
melatonin and dimethyltryptmaine, I was able to dream on a scale that would be
considered abnormally large. My rational mind was still unaffected and I was able to
concentrate on alternative thoughts, yet the vision still remained. At this stage my visual



cortex was the main affected part of my mind.
 
After 96 hours, I began to observe a merging of my visual cortex and whatever part of
our brain that provides thoughts. This is where our investigation runs into a hurdle.
What part of our brain produces a thought? Neurons send electrochemical messages to
our brain, reacting from stimuli through one of our five senses. But what one of our
senses is a thought? Thoughts may arise from; problem solving, recalling memories,
and using language, but that only explains what sparked them, not where. It´s fairly safe
to say, we don´t know where thoughts are produced exactly. What’s more troubling in
this case is that we know where our emotions come from. They don´t come from our
conscious thinking mind, they come from our unconscious feeling mind. A mind that is
associated with past memories stored in our visual cortex of our brain. This knowledge
we have thanks to Sigmund Freud.
 
Dr. Sigmund Freud was an Austrian neurologist, and is simply known as the father of
psychoanalysis.

 
Dr. Freud introduced the world to the connection of our memories from the past, and
our current emotions. He clearly expressed that our visual memories of our past, that are
associated to all our emotions, are stored in another area of our mind to our thoughts.
This was what he described as our unconscious mind. He postulated that if emotions and
ideas remain in the unconscious mind, that are not accessed or processed, then
behavioral patterns in the individual were affected. Depending on the amount of
emotion contained in that particular memory, would depend on the effect to the person.
If the emotion was deemed as negative or traumatic, then it had a strong chance of
causing greater harm mentally and emotionally to the person later in life.

 
After 96 hours, I stopped visualizing unrelated images to my thoughts, and instead,
started observing my visualizations follow my chain of thoughts. This was a major
turning point as up until this stage, I had been witnessing two separate areas of my mind
at work. This we can establish was due to the effect of my mind now showing the
effects of receiving a very large amount of melatonin and dimethyltrptamine. The side
effects were that my unconscious mind was no longer accessing my visualisations; my
conscious mind was now sending messages to my visual cortex. Where from, we don´t
know? But, what I was thinking, I was now visualizing.
 
Another interesting moment that occurred during this experiment was the apparent
decrease in side effects of melatonin and dimethyltryptamine shown towards the end of
the sixth day. It is safe to say it was actually somewhere around the 144 hour point
when I noticed a major release of emotions from my body, and the reduction of side
effects perceived over the resulting 24 hours. After this period; no more visualisations
appeared, the colours diminished, and the flashing light stayed but only sporadically.
 
As I was observing my conscious mind process visual memories stored in my
unconscious mind, I noticed different emotions attached to the different memories
viewed. I was directly responding to these images with emotions in that moment. I was
able to notice a direct change in how I felt, with each memory viewed. I was not
viewing memories as I normally would, and remember how it happened; I was instead,
viewing the memory as to what I emotionally associated to it. Through this perspective I
was able to analyses why I had felt that emotion, but I was not associating to the
emotion itself. Because of this perspective change, I was also able to analysis from the
third person. In doing so, I found I began to have many paradigm shifts regarding the
feelings associated towards my memories from my past.



 
Viewing these memories from the third person perspective, I was able to understand
them, and then process them. These memories were from when I was a child. The
emotions I connected to these memories were from that same child, and I am no longer
that child. I viewed those memories and wasn´t concerned about what happened, I was
concerned about how I felt. I had been systematically been searching through my past.
Everything was there. I would begin in a classroom; and it would fill around me. This
particular moment occurred after I had searched throughout my original family home,
and began flying up the street.

 
I flew to the top of the street our house was on, and the point another street met with it. I
looked to my left, and I was there. I was 12 years old and I was having a fight with a
guy a couple of years older than me. While I was viewing this scene I was able to
understand my response to the scene and the emotion attached. I had anger associated to
his memory. There were other memories that I had viewed prior to this memory, where I
had observed that feeling too. I understood then observing from this new perspective,
that I had caused the fight and deserved to get beaten up that day. I still didn´t
understand why I was still watching this scene. Up until then, when I felt I had
understood the memory before me, I had moved on to viewing another memory. It was
what happened after the fight that caused me to understand why I was still viewing this
memory. The scene that transpired after the fight was exactly how I remembered it.
Instead I viewed it this time from a new perspective, I was able to connect this memory
with another that I had viewed early that day. The other memory I had viewed was from
2 years earlier. I had got beaten up at school in front of everyone, and had felt helpless
and humiliated. However when I was watching it at that moment, I didn´t feel those
emotions. I felt someone elses. I saw the perspective of the fight from someone close to
me that witnessed it. Up until that time I had never thought about how they had felt
during this fight. Now seeing this later fight, and the scene that followed, I saw it again,
from this same person´s perspective. I understood then, that I had nothing to fear or be
angry about anymore.
 
As I processed this memory and chose no longer to view it with anger, I felt something I
had never experienced before. My entire body released from tension that had been
building over the previous 12 hours. I was in a state of euphoria. This feeling, felt like I
was not just releasing the tension I had developed that day in my body, rather a life time
´s worth of emotion held from deep within me. My body felt relief beyond
comprehension.
 
Do I believe this is an effect from the melatonin and dimethyltryptamine, no. What I do
believe is that it is a result through the effects of melatonin and dimethytrlptamine.
Through this large amount, I was able to connect my unconscious and conscious mind.
In doing so, I had the ability to; recall, view, and process memories from my early
childhood. I was able to release emotional stress I had carried with me in my mind and
body for my entire life.

 
 
 
 
 
 



Conculsion:
To begin with I will conclude my first aim;
What were the psychological effects to the mind when an increasing amount of
melatonin and dimethyltryptamine is released naturally by the brain in controlled
conditions?

 
What we discovered through this experiment is that our brain uses melatonin and
dimethytryptamine together, released from the pineal gland to; create dreams allowing
our subconcious mind to process emotions associated with memories from our past.
These memories are stored in our visual cortex, and our emotions are stored throughout
our body.

 
We also discovered that if the pineal gland continues to release both these hormones
over an extended period, then we gain the ability to connect our unconscious and
conscious mind.

 
The ramifications of this discovery are fascinating, and alarming.

 
We as humans, live in a very complex world. We have to constantly process stimuli
from all senses, in increasing amounts during our day to day lives. Our unconscious
mind uses our dreams to process our emotions associated with our visual memories. We
can see this through the hormones it uses to induce our dreams, and what their effects
on our minds are; melatonin creates the conditions for the dream; colours and lights,
while the dimethyltryptamine gives the dream shape through its visualization effect. Our
unconscious mind does not have the ability to process all the emotions we associate to
our memories during our stimuli aroused days. So it uses our dreams, as an opportunity
to process these emotions. The only problem is, we do not allow our pineal gland
enough time to produce enough melatonin and dimethyltryptamine for this process to
happen. Ever.
 
Since we have taken control over the source of light in our world, we have not taken a
step back to look at the consequences. It is true that our body needs around 8 hours of
rest per night. What about our mind? In nature, and for roughly 199,865 of our 200,000
years of evolution, our pineal gland has started releasing melatonin at the very onset of
dusk. Now that we have alternative light sources throughout the environments we live
in, we do not actually allow this message to be sent to our pineal gland until many hours
after sunset. We have changed a function of our natural bodily process without even
considering the implications.
 
Taking away the length of time for our pineal gland has each night to produce melatonin
and dimethyltrptmaine, we have reduced our mind´s ability in which to dream. Thus we
are reducing its time in which it can process past memories and emotions associated. In
doing so, we are slowly driving ourselves emotionally unstable. We are losing our
ability to let go of past events, and we are increasing the length in which we let events
from our past affect us in the present day. We are carrying around emotional baggage
with us every day that we store in our unconscious mind. These emotions are then
expressed through the way we act to situations that present themselves in our daily life.
Because of these unprocessed emotions, we lose our ability in which to change our
perspective from past actions. Subsequently we find ourselves making the same choices
that require us to repeatedly face the same obstacles. The reason we are no longer
reaching our dreams, we can no longer dream.
 



Never before have we faced so many challenges as a society at large. We are long past
the point of discussing this now; we are slowly changing the planet in which we live.
The way we live, eat, sleep, heal, and now dream, has changed in the past 5000 years.
We need to look at the consequences of our actions.

 
We need to address this current situation we face regarding the reduction in melatonin
and dimethyltryptamine released by our pineal gland during each sleep cycle.

 
As I see it, we have two options; firstly, we could visit our nearest chemist and receive
some melatonin manufactured to make money. Or secondly, we could keep our eyes in
darkness once the sun has set each day.

 
Dimethytryptamine may be a little bit harder to attain. We could withdraw our eyes
from artificial light at dusk and the pineal gland will naturally release it. Another option
would be to go to a drug dealer and smoke it illegally. The third option however would
be to visit a country where it isn’t a drug, but rather a medicine.

 
In South America, the Andean people have been using Ayahuasca for over 3000 years
for ceremonial purposes. Dimethyltryptamine is found in a plant native to this area, the
Banisteriopisis cappi vine. They believe this brew to be healing for the mind and body.
Like Dark Retreats, many different religions and cultures have turned to plants for a
source for dimethyltryptamine.

 
At this point, I want to try and understand the polarity that arises here. Here we have
two hormones that are released by our brain so we can dream and process our emotional
memories. One is a medicine worth an estimated 32.4 billion dollar industry per annum,
and the other is a hallucinogenic class A drug. Without getting into the why, let`s just
analyses the how. How have we as a society let our emotions, become someone else’s
business? Why do we always look for the quick fix option? We need to stop looking at
the same riddle from the same perspective; how many people does it take to change a
light bulb? We need to understand, it takes only one conscious mind to not change the
light bulb.

 
We also need to stop labeling life. Whether it is a drug or a medicine is of no relevance.
Why we are taking them, at such an alarming rate is. Our health is deteriorating, while
someone’s wealth is accumulating. When will we make decisions with our conscious
mind that will benefit our unconscious mind? When will we start thinking about how
we feel, and stop thinking about how others think? Then we will be able to change our
world. For 5000 years we have wondered how they built the Pyramids? We have been
asking the wrong question, we need to ask; why?

 
Why would people want to do this practice, and have been for 5000 years? 

 
The cultures that began practicing this ritual 5000 years ago, didn’t face the same
problems we did with regard to changing our environment’s natural source of light. So
what purpose would it serve for them to have an excess of melatonin and
dimethyltryptamine in their blood stream, affecting their minds? I believe they used
Dark Retreats to speak with god.

 



I understand this last prediction may come with some challenges in relating to. It is not
measurable and dubiously speculative at best. We don’t even know where our thoughts
come from yet. Who am I to make a prediction like this? And who am I? I am not a
neurologist, a chemist, or psychiatrist. If you were to compile research of your own, you
would quickly discover that I never finished high school. So nothing I could say would
ever be read seriously, or worthy of consideration. One could push this aside and say it
is just a novel way of writing about an experience, and this is not an experiment.

 
 
But this is an experiment.

 
 
Like I mentioned previously; the inspiration for this experiment was from a
conversation over email, exchanged with my sister, Dr. Emma Blomkamp. I had sent an
email previously to my friends and family regarding my recent experience in
Guatemala. In that letter, I referred to; devotion, the divine, and spirituality. My sister
had said that at times it was, ¨challenging to relate¨. Only a couple of hours later, she
read a blog a friend had sent her. He spoke about the difficultly he was encountering
trying to write about his Near Death Experience, where he experienced something
higher than himself.

 
This might come as a surprise to you, but this is actually was the purpose for this
experiment; I wanted to write about god.

 
I call this experiment;

 
 
My experiments writing about god, Volume II.
 
My aim:
I wanted to know how to write about god?

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Conculsion:
You don’t, you write about Man.
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